ENSI is honoured to nominate

Professor Michela Mayer

For SENIOR ADVISOR of ENSI

• Michela Mayer strongly influenced ENSI’s developments and outreach over three decades. ENSI is thankful for her high loyalty, for her engagement and the broad expertise she brought into the network. She was ENSI President from 2002 to 2004 and belonged to the ENSI board for more than 20 years.
• Michela Mayer introduced the debate on quality development along principles of Environmental Education and Education for Sustainable development, influenced thereby all following successful ENSI projects and earned high international recognition. Her profound work on evaluation in education and project work is an integrated tool for successful ENSI activities.
• Michela Mayer’s support for young researchers on begin of their academic career is a door opener for the next generation of experts and is one of ENSI’s future leading features.
• Michela Mayer offered to ENSI her expert knowledge, her passion for all beings and her friendship.

ENSI would like to express its appreciation and delight in welcoming Michela Mayer in the role of a Senior Advisor in the network.
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